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London, UK, 2015 – Long-term Frankfurt House-players C-Rock (Lo-Fi Stereo / Stir 15
and Cocoon) and Franksen (Treibjagd, Houseworx) team up with sinnmusik* to bring
you a timeless EP with a jackin’ touch and real House feel.
C-Rock is a global House all-star. Whether working solo, or together with legends such as
Chez Damier, or his Motorcitysoul project: C-Rock shows a deep understanding of all
areas in House music! Franksen is a well-established icon in Frankfurt representing 360°
of electronic music culture: as a radio host, DJ, producer or writer, his productions have
appeared on labels such as Suara, Plastic City, Circle Music and dozens more.
Earlier this year the duo contributed to the sinnmusik* catalogue with a funky breakbeatish remix for “No Not In The Face” by G.Markus which garnered support by ‘Music For
Freaks’ legend Justin Harris and more. Now the duo return with a proper EP packed with
free-ranging remixes by the likes of Fewture & Freddie Glitch, Kelson and Zoka!
Listen: https://soundcloud.com/sinnmusik/sets/sm036
First up is ‘Jack Warped’, which digs into raw beats and bass for that jackin’ sound with an
analogue twist.
Our heroes’ mutual understanding ranges from Nu-Groove to Strictly Rhythm and the
second original ‘Passion’ gives you exactly that.
Zoka’s recent efforts got him an entry to Berlin Uberlabel Exploited Records. He graces
‘Jack Warped’ with a proper remix, in which he twists everything around by adding vocals
and texturing his interpretation with a very own and unique flavor.
Between a slight tribal vibe and big room attitude new label acts Fewture & Freddie Glicth
prologue the heartbeat of ‘Jack Warped’’ re-designing it as an all-area-access-track!
Kelson keeps it deep yet positively light on this refix. Focusing on elastic bass lines, nicely
shuffled beats and a skippy-vibe that will start parties right up.
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First Reactions:
James Benedict (Savoir Faire Musique/What Happens)
"Love the original of Jack Warped! Zoka and Fewture & Freddie Glitch remixes are cool as
well. Top release"
Altern-8 (DS93/Mutate/Balkan Vynil/Rythmic Science/Flatline deep)
"nice selection of mixes"
LTJ Bukem (Good Looking Records)
"Loving the passion track"
David Moran (Innercity records/Roots for Bloom/Kase Kool)
"Loving Passion! great EP on the whole"
Bleak (TSA/Rooted House/Secretsundaze/Traut)
"Deep and chunky! Some nice tunes in here. Thanks"
Sossa (Circoloco DC10 Ibiza/GarbantWave Rec.)
"nice release full support"
Alessio Collina (trend Records/Be As One/ViVa Music)
"Kelson mix and passion sound fat, thanks!"
Bara Broest (BBE Records/Panorama/Hoola Hoop)
"Nice release! Thanks guys!"
Ashley Wilde (Hot Waves/Nurvous)
"nice - feeling original and Zoka on here"
Steve Mill (Madhouse Records)
"Passion is H-O-T!"
Rick Maia (FACT / Kina Music / Serkal / Inwave Affiliation)
"Many Thanks"
Nick Davies (Boogie Wonderland Show)
"Superb release love it"
Curtis (Criminal Hype)
"Real nice overall package! Thanks."
Bartvanrijn
"Fewture & Freddie Glitch Remix is it for me! Grtzzz"
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SAKRO (Lake Placid / Housewax)
"Good music :) , gonna play for sure Fewture & Freddie Glitch Remix and also Passion.
Perfect to start dancing..."
Bruno Dietel (Nightflight / FritzFM)
"awesome fewture & freddie glitch remix!"
P A U L I E (Cosmonauts / Monday Club)
"Love this EP guys-full support!"
Tobias Koch (Nightflight / Radio FRITZ)
"thnks."
Da Sunlounge (Myna Music / Borrowed Music / Bambino)
"Jack Warped (Original Mix) is the one here for me. Thanks."
Walter Wall (IdealClubWorld / Radio)
"Loving theFewture and Glitch mix...."
Nuno (Something Different Records)
"This is great, definitely gonna play these!"
Andy Riley (Inland Knights)
"nice and deep and weird !:), in box"
Chsing Kurt (Suol)
"passion!"
Haito (Spagat Music)
"dig both originals, will be played for sure the remixes are cool as well, fewture & f. glitch
remixÂ´s dope. thanx, haito"
J.Fitz (Epicentre Seoul)
"C-Rock & Franksen - Jack Warped' has sweet vibe of solid bassline with nice vocal
arrangement."
Baldo (Neovinyl / Good Ratio Music / Razzmatazz)
"Fewture & Freddie Glitch Remix is dope like all their latest works... thanks!"
Wilson Sousa (Toolroom / Nurvous Records / Armada Music)
"Passion, for me, thanks for sending"
Gustavo Rodrigues (Stereo Addiction)
'Solid Release Thanks"
Afonso Gomes da Silva (A F O N S O / Bis Boys Please / sinnmusik*)
"this record will leave the dance floor ashen! That's why it think it is fashion to have a name
like maclashen and finally say that this ep's serious action is a track called passion!! And
i'm out"
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Pegasus 303 (Blog)
"Strait up old school warehouse vibe. Reminds me of many magical night I use to have
here in Los Angeles during the peak of our underground scene."
Hot Toddy
"Zoka mix for me, lovely stuff"
Mad Villains (Love & Other / Disco Kicks / Hustler Trax)
"nice!"
BORG (Borg)
"Nice! Thanks. Fewture & Glitch remix for us!"
Mark Mac (Deephouse Radio / Sounds Collective)
"Def for the dancefloor Thanks Guys Mark Mac"
Chris Luzz (Stranjjur)
"passion is my pick of the bunch. will play."
Mr Shadow (Deep Vibes Radio)
"liking this for sure"
B.Riddim (Third-Ea / Monkey Dub)
"thanks"
Eddy Romero (Expmental / Little Helpers / Lucidflow / Deeperfect)
"Kelson remix is my pick thanks for the promo !"
ManooZ (Morris Audio / Extended Play / Housewax / ALiVE / Tomorrow Is Now Kid)
"Jack Jack Jack Jackin' House."
Will (Hustler Trax / Nerd Records)
"Massive tracks!"
Rosenhaft (Utopia Records / Raw Trax Records)
"Zoka's remix is the one for me"
Marsupials (Madhouse / Large / Sccucci Manucci / sinnmusik* / Dabit Records)
"Jack Warped (Original Mix) is the one for us! Thanks!"
Beta Boy (The Freaks Radio Show)
"Excellent ep at all. Fewture & Freddie Glitch Remix is the best for me. Extremely deep &
atmospheric."
Deepshizzol (Deepvibes Radio)
"Very nice indeed full support!"
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